PICO dark matter detector more sensitive
than expected
28 February 2017
"This sensitivity means we can build a larger
detector and run it longer with the expectation that
there will not be background from other types of
radiation," said David Asner, Chief Scientist for
particle physics at Department of Energy's Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory and a member of
the PICO Collaboration.
Because physicists can't "see" dark matter, they
need to find something that will alert them if dark
matter bumps into it, sort of how a motion-sensitive
alarm screeches when moved. Bubble chambers
do this. Filled with a liquid kept just below its boiling
temperature, bubbles erupt when a tiny particle with
just enough energy hits the chamber. And
physicists know little about dark matter, so they are
searching for a variety of possible forms. Members
of the PICO science team are looking for a
particular type called spin-dependent WIMPs. The
highly sensitive bubble chamber is filled with a
fluorine-containing liquid that responds by forming a
bubble when a neutron from certain types of
radiation plows through. They theorize that if—or
when—one of these WIMPs does so, the bubble
chamber will also detect this dark matter particle.
"We don't know the nature of dark matter
interactions with regular matter. PICO provides a
The PICO bubble chambers use temperature and sound unique probe and opportunity for discovery," said
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Asner.
Although invisible to our telescopes, dark matter is More information: The paper is available here:
known by its gravitational effects throughout the
arxiv.org/abs/1702.07666
universe. The nature of dark matter is unknown,
but the consensus of the astrophysics and particle
physics communities is that the dark matter is
composed of new fundamental particles,
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associated with an unknown area of physics. To
detect this dark matter, scientists are using
instruments called bubble chambers, among other
strategies. And now a team has made one that has
the world's best sensitivity to date, coming in at 17
times that of its most recent predecessor.
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